Our Vision

Industrial Scientific people are dedicating their careers to eliminating death on the job by the year 2050.
Lives are saved...or lost...
in The Moment*.

*The 0.0001% of time that a worker or instrument encounters an environment that will kill them and others if the right decision is not made.
Response to The Moment starts with the user.
Those nearest the user encountering The Moment are typically next in line to take action.

They also need to be equipped to ensure the best possible outcome.
As we move away physically from The Moment, the magnitude of response capability increases, but the timeliness of response decreases.
Data helps us deliver better outcomes to our customer.
Powering a solution for The Moment is important, but we cannot forget about the other 99.9999% of the time.

Doing things to be prepared for The Moment - like wearing instruments, maintaining them, analyzing data – should delight the people doing them.
Things that lead to *sustainable* increases in productivity improve worker safety.
Technology enables us to achieve thoughts 1 through 7 faster, easier, and in more places.
Communications
Trust
High Expectations
“...anything *not* built for a network age

– our politics, our economics, our national security, our education –

is going to crack apart under its pressures.”

- Joshua Cooper Ramo, *The Seventh Sense*